
Bayesian Learning of an Environment Model (notes)

ξ is a convex linear combination of environments (transition
distributions). So with simpler notation (wk ∈ R|M|):

ξk(sk+1|sk , ak) =
∑

Pi∈M
w i

kPi (sk+1|sk , ak) (1)

w i
k+1 = αw i

kPi (sk+1|sk , ak) (2)

For an uncountable model class Mw parameterized by w ∈ Rn

(different w from above!), we would have

ξk(sk+1|sk , ak) =
∫

w
P(sk+1|sk , ak ,w)B(w) (3)

Bk+1(w) = αP(sk+1|sk , ak ,w)Bk(w) (4)
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Bayesian Learning of an Environment Model (notes cont’d)

The Bayesian approach reminds of Belief-updates in POMDP which
you (should) know:

Bk+1(sk+1) = αPo|s(ok+1|sk+1)P(sk+1|ak)

where
P(sk+1|ak) =

∑
sk∈S

PS(sk+1|sk , ak)Bk(sk)

However, POMDP model unknown states with known transition
distributions, whereas we model unknown transition distributions with
observed states.
Both unknown states and unknown transition distributions can be
modeled simultaneously in the Bayesian approach, giving rise to
‘partially observable reinforcement learning’. Of course, very complex
computationally.
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Bayesian Learning of an Environment Model (notes cont’d)

An agent implementing the Bayesian updates of ξ and following the
optimal policy w.r.t. ξ:

π∗(sk) = arg max
a∈A

∑
s∈S

ξ(s|sk , a)U(s)

where
U(sk) = r(sk) + γ

∑
s∈S

ξ(s|sk , π
∗(sk))U(s)

maximizes the expected total reward w.r.t. ξ, where ξ →k→∞ PS if ∃i s.t.
PS ≡ Pi ∈M and w i > 0, and has

no parameters except M and w
no exploration/exploitation dilemma
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Non-Markovian Environments

Recall the non-Markov setting – the most general considered in this course:

P(xa≤m) = P(x1)P(a1|x1)P(x2|x1, a1) . . .P(xm|xa<m)P(am|xm, xa<m)

Percept xk = (ok , rk) depends probabilistically on the entire history xa<k .
There is no state observability as there are no states.

Acting (maximizing rewards) clearly not possible without estimating future
percepts. This subsumes the general problem of sequence prediction which
is formulated without actions and rewards simply as:

Universal Sequence Prediction Problem
Given:

o1, o2, . . . ok

Predict ok+1.
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Sequence Prediction

Some sequences seem obvious to extend. E.g.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

because of the pattern ok+1 = ok + 1.

But e.g.
1, 2, 3, 4, 29

could also be argued due to ok = k4 − 10k3 + 35k2 − 49k + 24.

The first pattern seems more plausible because it is simpler. Note that this
reason is not statistical/probabilistic.
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Sequence Prediction (cont’d)

Other sequences have no obvious equational pattern

3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9

but there is still a simple extension rule: here ok is the k’s digit in the
decimal expansion of the number π. So the extension 9 seems plausible
here.

We need to formalize these thoughts to answer questions such as

What exactly is meant by pattern?
How to measure complexity of patterns and sequences?
Are simple patterns more likely to make correct predictions?
Are there sequences that have no patterns?
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Computing a Sequence

The most general intepretation of sequence ‘pattern’ is a program that
generates the sequence.

For simplicity, let O = { 0, 1 } so O∗ denotes the set of all binary strings.
Let T : O∗ → O∗ be a partial recursive function, i.e., there is a Turing
machine computing T (p) but for some p ∈ O∗ it need not halt.

The input p to the T.M. may be interpreted as a program computing
T (p).

Intuitively, simple strings (even infinite) are those computed by short
programs p. So e.g. the decimal expansion of π, however long, is simple
because there is a short program computing it.

Denoting the length of p by |p|, this gives rise to the Kolmogorov
complexity of strings.
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Kolmogorov Complexity

The Kolmogorov complexity KT (q) of q ∈ O∗ with respect to T is

KT (q) = min { |p| ; p ∈ { 0, 1 }∗ ,T (p) = q }

So the complexity of a (possibly infinite) string is the length of the
shortest program that generates it, i.e., the shortest binary input to T that
makes it produce the string.

Dependence of KT (q) on T is not a serious problem as there is a universal
T.M. U which simulates any T.M. T given the (finite!) sequential
description 〈T 〉 ∈ O∗ of T as a distinguished part of its input, i.e.

U(〈T 〉 : p) = T (p)

The colon is a distinguished symbol delimiting 〈T 〉 and p on U’s (input) tape.
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Kolmogorov Complexity (cont’d)

Consequence: given a T , for every q ∈ O∗:

KU(q) ≤ KT (q) +O(| 〈T 〉 |)

where the rightmost term (‘translation overhead’) does not depend on q
and becomes negligible for large q. So we adopt KU as the universal
complexity measure and denote K (q) = KU(q).

Clearly, for every q ∈ O∗:

K (q) ≤ |q|+ c

since the program for computing q can simply contain the |q| symbols of q
plus some constant c number of symbols implementing the loop to print
them on the output.
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Kolmogorov Complexity - Examples

q = 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

has K (q) = log n + c. Need log(n) symbols to encode

the integer n plus a constant-size code to print it.
q = the first n digits in the binary expansion of π also has
K (q) = log n + c: log n symbols to specify n plus a constant-size
code for calculating (and printing) the digits of π.
Are there any strings q such that K (q) ≥ |q|?
Yes, such strings exist for any length k, as there are only 2k − 1
programs (binary strings) shorter than k (you do the math), so there
must be some string of length k for which there is no shorter program
generating it. Such a string is called incompressible or random (not in
the probabilistic sense!).
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Kolmogorov Complexity - Computability

The question whether K (q) ≥ n (q ∈ O∗, n ∈ N) is undecidable, i.e., K is
not finitely computable.

Proof: Assume a deciding program p exists. Consider the first (in the
lexicographic order) string q ∈ O∗ such that K (q) ≥ n. Then q can be
generated as follows: for each q ∈ O∗ in the lexicographic order, determine
if K (q) ≥ n using p and print the first such q. This procedure can be
encoded in a program using |p|+ log(n) + c symbols, which (for a
sufficiently large n) is smaller than n, so K (q) < n. Contradiction → p
does not exist.

Proof idea intuitively: consider the shortest string than cannot be specified
with fewer than twelve words. This string has just been specified with
eleven words. This paradox implies that the property can be specified with
n words is not decidable.
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Kolmogorov Complexity - Enumerability

Recall definitions from computability courses: A function f (x) : N→ Q is
enumerable if there is a Turing machine finitely computing a function
f (x , k) such that limk→∞ f (x , k) = f (x) and f (x , k) ≤ f (x , k + 1) for ∀k.
A function f (x) is co-enumerable if −f (x) is enumerable.

K is co-enumerable.

Proof: omitted for now, the proof shown in the previously published
version was incorrect. I will try to come up with a simple yet correct proof.
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Universal Prior M

To predict ok from o<k without knowing P(ok |o<k) = P(o≤k)/P(o<k),
we can surrogate P with a probability distribution M on O∗ giving greater
probability to sequences simpler in the Kolmogorov sense.

A natural choice would be M(q) = 2−K(q) but since that would not satisfy
probability axioms, Solomonoff (1964) instead proposed the universal prior

M(q) =
∑

p:U(p)=q∗
2−|p|

where the sum is over all programs for which the universal T.M. U outputs
a string starting with q, not necessarily halting.

So all programs p generating q contribute to q’s probability but short
programs contribute exponentially more than long programs.
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Universal Prior M: Properties

M(q) is close to 2−K(q) since the shortest program generating q
contributes exponentially more to M(q) than other programs.

M is enumerable (proof omitted).

M is not a normalized probability distribution on { 0, 1 }∗. Indeed

M(q0) + M(q1) ≤ M(q)

where q0 (q1) means the extension of string q with 0 (1), since some
programs computing q may afterwards halt or loop forever without writing
0 or 1. As opposed to distribution measures, M is a semi-measure.

Normalization is not needed when M is used for sequence prediction, as we will see. Normalizing
M into a measure is possible at the price of losing enumerability.
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Universal Prior M: Properties (cont’d)

Because (1− a)2 ≤ −1
2 ln a (for 0 ≤ a ≤ 1):
∞∑

k=1
(1−M(ok |o<k))2 ≤ −1

2

∞∑
k=1

ln M(ok |o<k) =

Swap the sum with the logarithm and use the chain-rule:

= −1
2 ln M(o1) ·M(o2|o1) ·M(o3|o<3) · . . . = −1

2 ln M(o1:∞) =

Plug in the definition of M(q), then drop from the sum all p’s computing
o1:∞ except for the shortest one denoted pmin

= −1
2 ln

∑
p:U(p)=o1:∞

2−|p| ≤ −1
2 ln 2−|pmin| ≤ 1

2 ln 2 · |pmin|

If o1:∞ is computable then clearly |pmin| <∞ and so
∞∑

k=1
(1−M(ok |o<k))2 <∞
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Using M for Sequence Prediction

∑∞
k=1 (1−M(ok |o<k))2 <∞ implies

lim
k→∞

M(ok |o<k) = 1

(otherwise the sum would diverge).

M is a universal sequence predictor.
This means that after “seeing” the beginning o<k of the sequence, M
predicts the next element with probability approaching 1 with k →∞. So
M “recognizes” the environment on the only condition that the latter
produces a computable sequence, i.e., it is a Turing machine.

The condition above is not strong: all physical theories of the world are
computable, so any “reasonable” environment is a T.M. But remind the
catch: M itself is not computable, only enumerable.
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M as a Bayesian Mixture

Levin (1970) showed that M is equivalent to the Bayesian mixture

ξU(q) =
∑

P∈MU

2−K(P)P(q)

where MU is the set of all enumerable semi-measures (containing also
enumerable proper measures) and K (P) is the size of the shortest program
computing the function P. MU is the largest known class of probability
distributions resulting in an enumerable mixture.

The equivalence is in the sense that

M(q) = O(ξU(q)) and ξU(q) = O(M(q))

So ξU(q) has the same properties as M but is more convenient for
approximations (e.g. using only some subset of MU).
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Policies and Utilities in the Non-Markov Case

For bare sequence prediction, we disregarded actions and rewards. Let us
now get them back in the game. Recall the non-Markov setting:

Agent’s policy: π : (X × A)∗ × X → A, ak = π(xa<k , xk)
Policy value (for simplicity, we use the finite horizon m version):

V π = E
( m∑

k=1
rk

)
=
∑
x≤m

P(x≤m|a<m)(r1 + r2 + . . .+ rm)

The maximum value policy π∗ = arg maxπ V π prescribes actions

ak = arg max
ak

∑
xk+1

. . .max
am−1

∑
xm

(rk+1 + . . .+ rm)P(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m)

maximizing the total ‘reward to go’ (xk+1:m means xk+1, xk+2, . . . xm).
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Policies and Utilities in the Non-Markov Case (Notes)

Note that in

ak = arg max
ak

∑
xk+1

. . .max
am−1

∑
xm

(rk+1 + . . .+ rm)P(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m)

the sums implement the expectation w.r.t. the probability of percepts
remaining after current time k conditioned on all percepts until k and all
actions (past, current, future). Using the chain rule and removing
dependencies of xj on all xi , ai such that i ≥ j (percepts depend only on
past percepts and actions), we get

P(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m) =
m∏

j=k+1
P(xj |xa<j)

When modeling the environment, we can thus either seek a model of
P(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m) or of P(xj |xa<j).
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The AIξ Agent

If we know P(xj |xa<j) ∈M for some distribution class M, Bayesian
inference can be applied just like we did in the Markovian case, by
replacing it with a mixture distribution, which at time k is:

ξk(xk |xa<k) =
∑

Pi∈M
w i

kPi (xk |xa<k)

The initial weights w1 =
〈

w1
1 ,w2

1 , . . .w
|M|
1

〉
(
∑|M|

i=1 w i
1 = 1, ∀i : w i

1 > 0)
encode the prior belief in model correctness. If |M| <∞, they may be
uniform. At k + 1, each w i

k is updated to

w i
k+1 = αPi (xk |xa<k)w i

k

where α = 1/
∑|M|

i=1 w i
k+1 is a normalizer.
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The AIXI Agent

The AIXI agent proposed by Hutter (2005) is the most universal AI agent
adopting the largest enumerable model class M, i.e. the class MU of all
enumerable semimeasures, and using their complexity-weighted mixture ξU
we have already seen.

We know that ξU is equivalent to the universal prior M, allowing simpler
notation. We substitute P(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m) with M in the conditional
form

M(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m) =
∑

U(p:x≤k :a<m)=xk+1:m∗
2−|p|

where the sum is over all programs for the universal T.M. which output
xk+1:m (followed by any suffix) given the input x≤k , a<m.

The colon under the sum delimits p and its inputs on U’s (input) tape.
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The AIXI Agent (cont’d)

Note that there are no updates to the weights of (beliefs in) models done
at each time k since M(xk+1:m|x≤k , a<m) accounts for the entire history
x≤k , a<m.

In summary, with a finite time horizon m the AIXI agent has policy

ak = π(xa<k , xk) =
= arg max

ak

∑
xk+1

. . .max
am−1

∑
xm

(rk+1 + . . .+ rm)
∑

U(p:x≤k :a<m)=xk+1:m∗
2−|p|

For an infinite horizon with the discount sequence δk = γk (0 < γ < 1),
we would take the limit of the above for m→∞ and replace
rk+1 + . . .+ rm with γk+1rk+1 + . . .+ γmrm.

AIXI is the theoretical solution to the most general problem of
agent-environment interaction considered in this course.
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Concept Learning

In concept learning, the agent tries to guess the environment state sk ∈ S
at each k from the observation ok ∈ O and is immediately (at k + 1)
rewarded for a correct guess. With S = { 0, 1 }, the agent makes just
yes/no decisions. To do that, it learns a representation of a concept, which
is the set of all observations in O for which the correct answer is yes.

Formally, we return to the Markovian (state-based) setting, which is
summarized below as a reminder, and which we will refine for concept
learning. At time k:

states are distributed by PS(sk+1|sk , ak).
observations are distributed by Po(ok |sk).
rewards are distributed by Pr (ok |sk), alternatively Pr (rk+1|sk , ak).
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Concepts

In reinforcement learning, we further assumed full state observability, i.e.
∀k:

sk = ok

In concept learning, we make this assumption less stringent, in particular

sk = c(ok)

for some function c : O → S unknown to the agent. For convenience, we
further assume S = { 0, 1 }, allowing to represent c also as a subset of O:

C = { o ∈ O; c(o) = 1 }

Then C is called a concept on O (c is called a concept function) and the
agent’s goal is to learn the concept so that it can make correct predictions
of states.
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Rewards

In reinforcement learning, we assumed that each reward was a function of
the current state: rk = r(sk). We carry on the function assumption,
except we make rk dependent on the previous state and action

rk+1 = r(sk , ak) (1)

Since the agent’s actions are guesses of the environment state, we set
A = S. Then rk+1 should be higher when sk = ak and lower otherwise.
We will consider only the simplest form

r(s, a) =
{

0 if s = a
−1 otherwise

(2)

Notes: The choice between rk = r(sk) and (1) is not essential for learnability results; some
formulations of reinforcement learning also use (1). L(s, a) = −r(s, a) is called a loss function;
with (2) it is a unit loss function.
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Example

Let O consist of pairs of binary values and assume the concept

C =
{

(o1, o2) ∈ O; o1 · o2 = 1
}

Say, the agent decides by the truth-value of a formula with variables p1, p2
assigned values o1, o2. On a mistake at time k recognized by rk+1 = −1,
it changes the formula at time k + 1.

k sk ok rk agent’s formula ak
1 0 (0, 0) — ¬p1 1
2 1 (1, 1) -1 p1 1
3 0 (1, 0) 0 p1 1
4 0 (0, 1) -1 p1 ∧ p2 0

After four trials and two errors, the agent guessed a formula which will no
longer make mistakes.
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Hypotheses

The agent’s formulas in the previous example were concrete cases of
hypotheses. A hypothesis h is any finite description, from which π can
derive a 0/1 decision for an observation.

You can think of π as a Turing machine and h as a program for it, but we
will be interested in more specific cases, mainly h ≈ logical formulas, π ≈
their interpreters.

In our general agent model, we have π : T × O → A. Agent’s hypothesis
hk at time k is part of its current state tk ∈ T but since hk will be the
only part of tk influencing ak , we will write ak = π(hk , ok) (not π(tk , ok)).

Finally, define the hypothesized concept:

C(h) = { o ∈ O;π(h, o) = 1 }
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Concept vs. Hypothesis

A good concept-learning agent will find a h such that C = C(h), which
means the same as c(o) = π(h, o) ∀o ∈ O.

O

Cpositive examples negative examples

C(h)

Concept Learning Terminology
C ∩ { o1, o2, . . . } ..positive examples (O \ C) ∩ { o1, o2, . . . } ..negative examples
C ∩ C(h) ..true positives (O \ C) ∩ (O \ C(h)) ..true negatives
(O \ C) ∩ C(h) ..false positives C ∩ (O \ C(h)) ..false negatives
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Generalizing Agent

The agent in our previous example had the policy

ak = π(hk , ok) =
{

1 if ok |= hk

0 otherwise

The way it guessed the formulas hk seemed arbitrary. Can we make it
systematic?

Assume O = { 0, 1 }n and let hk be conjunctions using n propositional
variables. Then try this:

Start with the conjunction of all literals, i.e., include both p and ¬p
for each variable.
On each error, remove from the conjunction exactly all literals
inconsistent with the previous observation (i.e. literals logically false
in it).
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Generalizing Agent Example

Again, concept C =
{

(o1, o2) ∈ O; o1 · o2 = 1
}

, same sequence of
observations but generalization strategy.

k sk ok rk hk ak
1 0 (0, 0) — p1 ∧ ¬p1 ∧ p2 ∧ ¬p2 0
2 1 (1, 1) 0 p1 ∧ ¬p1 ∧ p2 ∧ ¬p2 0
3 0 (1, 0) -1 p1 ∧ p2 1
4 0 (0, 1) 0 p1 ∧ p2 0

C(h3) = C . Hurray!

Note that the negative examples o1, o3 did not contribute to learning -
they did not trigger a change of the hypothesis. Quiz: can negative
examples ever make this agent change its hypothesis or are they useless?
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